BOAT MEASUREMENT CHART
(Unless otherwise indicated all measurements are in inches)

Distance from middle of washbox to stem
Distance from last circumference measurement to stern
Distance from center of boat to leading edge keel
Distance from last bow circumference measurement to stern
Length B1 -> Bow Ball
Length B1 -> Bow Ball
Length B1 -> Bow Ball

Measure Circumference every 16'
from rear of washbox to stern

Distance from middle of washbox to bow

Measure Circumference every 16'
(including over point of Washbox)
from point to bow

Washbox 1
Width ___ inches
Circ. ___ inches

Washbox 2
Width ___ inches
Circ. ___ inches

Washbox 3
Width ___ inches
Circ. ___ inches

Washbox 4
Width ___ inches
Circ. ___ inches

Washbox 5
Width ___ inches
Circ. ___ inches

Boat Make/Model: ____________________________
Year: _______ Weight: _______ Lb. Class: _______
Name: ____________________________

For more information contact:
Burnham Boat Slings
888 - 285 - 1007 Toll Free
603 - 298 - 6072 Tel
603 - 298 - 8771 Fax

NOTE: all measurements should be in inches.

* Keel Length: Measure Fully